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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to introduce and study the concepts of fuzzy almost o-continuous and

fuzzy almost c-open mappings in fuzzy topological spaces.

1. PRELIMINARIES

Let X be a non empty set and I the unit interval [0, 1]. A fuzzy ser [13] in X

rs a mapping from X into I. The null fuzzy set O is the mapping from X into I

assumes only the value 0 and the whole fuzzy set 1 is the mapping from X into I
'*hich takes the vaiue I only. The Union ul,1 (resp. intersection n}"f of a family

i,1 : ken ), where n is the index set of fuzzy sets of X, is defined to be the

napping Sup }.s (resp. Inf ).1) . A fuzzy set 1. is contained in a fuzzy set p denoted

:;,'i. S p iff )"(x) S p(x) for each x e X. The complemenr ).. of a fuzzy set ). of X

p.p. l-10
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is l-tr defined by (1 -l) (x) = I -l(x) foreach x e X' Iff is afuzzy set of X

and p is fuzzy set ofY then 1. x p is afuzzy set ofX x Y, definedby ()' x p)

(x, y) = min ( l.(x), ti(y) ), foreach (x, y) e X x Y [l] Af'tzzy pointxp in Xis a

fuzzy set in X defined bY,

xp(y) = (y e x).

x and p are respectively called the support and value of xp. A fuzzy point xp is said

to belonging to fuzzy ser ). iff I < l(^). A fuzzy set l. is the union of all fuzzy

points which belonging to )". A fuzzy set l, in X is said to be quasi-cconcident

[8] with a fuzzy set p of X denoted Uy Io[ if there exists x e X such that

i(x) + p(y) > 1. For any two fuzzy sets tr and p of X.l' < p iff l(Iqtt') [8]. Let

f : X -+ Y be a mapping. If ). is fuzzy set of X. then f(),) is a fuzzy set of Y

defined by,

ir r-' (y) * O

(Y e Y).

otherwise.

If p is fuzzy set of Y, then f-r(p) is a fuzzy setof X defined uy t-t (p(x))

= p(f(x)), for each x e X.

A family 1 of fuzzy sets of X, is called fuzzy toplogy on X [4] ii

(i) 0 and I belong to 1.

(ii) Any union of members of y is in 1, and

(iii) A finite intersection of members of y is in 1.

Members of y are called fuzzy open sets of X and their complements

fuzzy closed sets. For a fuzzy set 1. of X, the closure and interior are defind

respectively, as

Cl l. = Inf {u :rl > I, uc e y}, and

Int ). = Sup {o : u <1.,D tY}.

0 (0 e (0, 1l)

0

fory-x

otherwise,

r(r)(v)=t::1il,l,



FIJZZY ALMOST O.CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS

Definition 1.1 : A fuzzy set l. of a fuzzy topological space X is

called :

(a) Fuzzy regular open [ 1] if ]' = Int Cl ]".

(b) Fuzzy regular closed tll if I = Cl Int 1..

(c) Fuzzy cx-open t2l if )' < Int Cl Int l'.

(d) Fuzzy o-closed t2l if )" > Cl Int Cl 1".

Every fuzzy regular open (resp. fuzzy regular closed) set is fuzzy open (resp.

fuzzy closed) and every ftzzy open (resp. fuzzy closed) set is fuzzy o-open (resp.

fuzzy o-closed) but the converse may not be true. A fuzzy set ), is fuzzy regular

closed (resp. fuzzy u-closed) iff )'c is fuzzy regular open (resp. fuzzy cr-open). The

interesection of all fuzzy Cr-closed set which contains a fuzzy set I of a fuzzy

topological space is called o,-closure [7] (denoted by crCl) of ]'. The union of

all ftzzy g,-open subsets of a fuzzy set L is called o,-interior [7] (denoted by olnt)

of 1".

Definition 1.2 : A mapping f from a fuzzy topological space X to a fuzzy

topological space Y is called.

(a) Fuzzy continuous [4] (resp. fuzzy c,-continuous [10] or fuzzy strongly

semicontinuous [2]) if f-t (]") isfuzzy open (resp. Fuzzy u,-open) in X for every

fuzzy open set I of Y.

(b) Fuzzy almost continuous [1] iff-t (l) is fuzzy open in X for every fuzzy

regular open set )" of Y.

Definition 1.3 : A mapping f from a fuzzy topological space X to a fuzzy

topological space Y is called.

(a)Fuzzy open (resp. fuzzy u-open [iOl) if f ()') is fuzzy open (resp. fuzzy

a-open) in Y for every fuzzy open set i" ofX.

(b) Fuzzy almost open [1] if f (]") is fuzzy open in Y for every fuzzy reguiar

open set i, of X.

3,
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z. FUZZY ALMOST cI-CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS

Definition 2.1 : A mapping f : X -+ Y is termed fuzzy almost

o-continuous if the inverse image of every fuzzy regular open set of Y is fuzzy

c,-open in X.

Remark 2.1 :It is clear from the fefinition 1.2 and definition 2.1 that the

following implications are true :

Fuzzv Almost Continuous

Fuzzy Continuous Fuzzy Almost
cx,-continuous

Fuzzy cr-continuous

The converse of above implications may not be true. For,

Example 2.1 zLet X = {a,b}, Y = {x, y} and Xt,Lr, p be defined as,

1.1(a) = 9.3

lrlb; = 9.5

1,1b; = 9.4

P(x) = 0.4

).21a1 = 9.4

[(Y) = 0.4

Let y - {1, trr,lz, 0} and I = {1, p, 0}. Then the mapping

f : (X, y) + (Y, f) defined by f(a) = x, f(b) = y is fuzzy almost d,-continuous

but not fuzzy almost continuous.

Example 2.2 :LetX= [ a, b ], Y= { x, y } and }., pbe defined as,

)"(a) = 9.3 l"(b) = 9.4 F(x) = 0'6 P(Y) = 0.7

Letl= { 0, l, }, } and f = { 0, l, p }. Then the mappingf : (X,y)--; (Y, f)
defined by f(a) = x, f(b) = y is fuzzy almost o-continuous but not fuzzy

CI,-continuous.

Theorem 2.1 :Let f : X -+ Y. Then the following conditions are equivalent

(a) f is fuzzy almost o,-continuous.

O) f-t (p) is fuzzy a-closed set of X for every fuzzy rcgularclosed set p of Y.

(c) f-' (1.) < a,Int f-r (Int Cl l.) for every fuzzy open set l, of Y.

t
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(O ocl f-r (Cl Int p) < f-t (lr) for every fuzzy closed set p of Y'

(e) For each fuzzy point xp of X and each fuzzy regular open set p of

y containing f(xp). There exists a fuzzy a-open set ], of X such that xp e tr and

-tr<f '(P).

(0 For each fuzzy point xp of X and each fuzzy regular open set p of

Y containing f(xp), there exists a fuzzy cr-open set )' in X such that xp s tr' and

f(I) < tt.

(g) For each fuzzypoint xg of X and every fuzzy regular open set p of Y such

that f(xp)o Ir, rhere exists a fuzzy u-open set l. in X such that xp oL and I(I) < p.

(h) For every fuzzy point x9 of X and every fuzzy regular open set p of

y such that f(xg)o p, there exist a fuzzy cr-open set i in X such that xp ol' and

-l
), s f (tt).

Proof :

(a) ++ (b) Since f-r (Ic) = (f-1 ()"))c for every fuzzy set 1" of Y. It follows

from theorem 5.2 tll.
(a) -+ (c) Since ). is fuzzy open set of Y, )' < Int Ci I and hence f-' ()') s i-'

(Int Cl ).). By theorem 5.6(b) [l].

Int Cl f is a fuzzy regular open set of Y' Hence

f-l (Int Cl )") is a fuzzy cx,-open set of X' Thus

f-' (l) < Fr (Int Cl 7") = crlnt f-r (Int Cl )').

(c) + (a) Let l" be afuzzyregular open set of Y, then we have f-' (I) S crlnt

i-t ri* cl l') = crlnt f-r ().)' Thus r-' (l') = olnt r-' (l) shows that f-' (l') i' u

fuzzy o-open set of X.

(b) -+ (d) Since p is fuzzy closed set of Y, Cl Int p < p and hence f-' (Cl Int

p) s r-t (l1). By rheorem 5.6 (a) tll. CI Int p is fuzzy regular closed set of Y.

n"*",-,'ill Int p) is fuzzy*-closed ser of X. Thus crcl t-' 1ct Int p; = t-r 1ct

Int p) S t-' (t ).
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(d) -+ (b) Let p be a fuzzy regular closed set of Y, then we have act f-l f p)

= s,Cl f-r (CI Int p) < f-' (p) Thus ccl f-r G) r-' (p), shows rhar r-' (t ) is fuzzy

c-closed in X

(a) + (e) Let xp be a fuzzy point of X and p be a fuzzy regular open set of

Y such that f(xg) e p. Put l. = f-r (p). Then by (a) l. is fuzzy cr-open, xB e ). and
_1l<t'(p).
(e) -+ (0 Let xp be a fuzzy point of X and p be a fuzzy regular open set

containing f(xg). By (e) there exists a fuzzy c,-open set i" such that xB e 1., ), < f-l
(p). And so, we have xg e i,, f(i) < f(f-l $)) < p.

(0 -+ (a) Let p be a fuzzy regular open set of Y and xp be a fuzzy point of X
-l -t

such that xg e f (p). Then f(xg) e i(f ' (p)) S ir. By (0, there exisrs a fuzzy

o-open set )" such that xB e i and f(i) < p.This shows that xg e l. . f-' (p). By

theorem 5 t7l, it follows that f-l (p.) is fuzzy cx,-open and hence f-l is fuzzy almost

0,-continuous.

(a) -+ (g) Let xF be a fuzzy point of X and p be a fuzzy regular open set of Y

such that f(xp) qF. Trren f-1. (p) is fuzzy fi,-open in X and 
^po 

f-t (t ) fty preposition

4.2 Llzl).lf we take tr. = f-i (p) ihen xp o)" and f(11 = q1-' (p)) < pr.

(g) -+ (h) Let xp be a fuzzy point and 1s.be afuzzy regular open set of Y such

that f(xp) q!t. Then by (g) there exists a fuzzy c,-open set 1, ofX such that xp ol" and

f(I) < p.Hence we have .rg oL and l" s f-r (f(1,)) s f-' (p).

(h) -+ (a) Let i, be afuzzy regular open set of Y and xp be a fuzzy point of X
-l

such that xp e f ' (p). Then f(xp) e p. Choose the fuzzy poinr x i (r) = 1 - xg(x).

fhen f(x"g) Qp. And so by (h) there exists a fuzzy o-open set 1" in X such that x"g ol.

andf(l)<p. Now x"po), impiies x'p ix) + L(x) = 1 - xp(x) + l,(x) > 1. Ir follows

that xp e L Thus xp s tr < f-t (t ).Hence by theorem 5 [7] f-t (p) is fuzzy s-open

in X.

Definition 2.2 z A fuzzy topological space (X. y) is said to be fuzzy

semiregular if for each fuzzy open set tr, and each fuzzy point xo ol, there exists a

fuzzy open set p such that xa qF and p < Int Cl p < 1,. [5].

I
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Theorem 2.2 .Letf : X + Y be a mapping from a fuzzy topological space

X to a fuzzy semiregular space Y. Then f is fuzzy almost cl-continuous if and only
if f is fuzzy cr-continuous

Proof : Necessity : Let xo be a fuzzy point in X a,d 2," be a fuzzy open ser

in Y such that f(xj ol". Since Y is fuzzy semiregular there exists afuzzy open set

p in Y such that f(x.,) qF and p < Int cl p < 1". Since Int Cl pt is fuzzy regular
open in Y and f is fuzzy almost a-continuous by therem 2.1 (g), there exists a
fuzzy c,-open set pl in X such that xo qFr and f(pr) s Int Ci p. Thus p1 is fuzzy

o-open set such that x" qFr and f(pr) s 1". Hence by theorem 3.3 t3l, f is fuzzy
Cx,-continuous.

Sufficiencl' : Obvious.

Theorem 2.3 :Let f : X -+ y be a mapping from a fuzzy topologicar space

X to another fuzzy topoiogical space Y. If the graph mapping g : X -+ X x y of f
is fuzzy almost u,-continuous, then f is fuzzy almost G,-continuous.

Proof : Let p be afuzzy regular open set in y, then by theorem 2.4 [l]f-t
(p) = I n f-' (ir) = g-r (1 x p). Now 1 x p- I x IntCt F=Inr(i x Cl F) = IntCt
(l x p), I x p is fuzzy regular open in X x y. Since g is fuzzy aimost

cx,-continuous, r-' (t ) = g-l (1 x p) is fuzzy u-openin x. Hence f is fuzzy almosr

G-continuous.

Theorem 2.4 :Let f : X -+ Y and g :y --+ Z be two mappings satisfying
either of the following conditions.

(i) f is fuzzy G-continuous and g is fuzzy almost continuous.

(ii) f is fuzzy c.-irresolute and g is fuzzy almost c,-continuous.

Then gof : X -+ Z is fuzzy almost c[-continuous.

Theorem 2.5 : Let f : X -+ Y be a fuzzy almost G-continuous mapping and

A S X. Then flA is fuzzy almost s,-continuous if A is fuzzy preopen in X.

Proof : Let i be a fuzzy regular open set in y then f-' (l) is fuzzy G-open
in X. Since A is fuzzy preopen in X by Lemma 4.5 tt0l. A n f-r (l) = (ilA)-r (),)
is fuzzy d,-open in A. Therefore flA is fuzzy almost c,-continuous.
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Theorem 2.6tLntf :X-+ Ybeamappingand {Ap: pen i beacoverof

X such that each Ap is fuzzy cl-open for each p e n then f is fuzzy almost

d-continuus, if the restriction (flAg) : Ap -+ Y is fuzzy almost G'-continuous for

each P e n.

proof : Let tr be a fuzzy regular open set in Y then for each p e n' (f1Ag)-r

(1.) is fuzzy G-open in Ag' Since each Ap is fuzzy d'-open in X by lemma4'7 [10]'

(flAp)-' (1") is fuzzy o,-open in X, for each p 0 n' But r-' (l') = 
#^ 

(flA'f' 0)'

Then f-r ().) is fuzzy ct-open in X' Hence f is fuzzy almost G-continuous'

3. FTJZZY ALMOST g-OPEN MAPPING

Definition 3.1 : A mapping f : X -+ Y is said to be fuzzy almost o-open

if for each fuzzy regular open set )' in X' f()") is fuzzy cr-open in Y'

Remark3.1:Itisclearfromthedefinitionl.3anddefinition3.lthatthe
following imPlications are true :

Fuzzy Almost OPen

Fuzzy Open Fuzzy Almost o,-oPen

FuzzY o-oPen

The converse of above implications may not be true' For'

Example 3.1 :LetX = { a'b } Y = { x, y } and}" pt' p2 be defined as'

1.(a) = 9.4 trO) = 0.4 Fr(x) = 0'3

lrr0) = 0.4 P2(x) = 0-4 Pr6r) = 0'5

Lety= { 1,0,}' } andf = { 1, 0, Pr, Pz }'

IL
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Then the mapping f : (X, y) -+ (Y, f) defined by f(a) = x, f(b) = y is fuzzy

almost o-open but not fuzzy almost open.

Example 3.2 zLetX= { a, b } Y= { x, y } and}", pbe defined as,

)"(a) = 6.7 l.1U; = 9.3 1,1(x) = 0.4 F(y) = 0.3

Lety= { l, 0, }" } and I= { 1, 0, p }.Then the mapping f : (X'y) -+ (Y' f)
defined by f(a) = x, f(b) = y is fuzzy aimost cr-open but not fuzzy cr-open.

Theorem 3.1 : Let f : X -+ Y and g : Y -+ Zbe two mappings. If f is

fuzzy almost open and g is fuzzy cx,-open. Then the mapping gof : X -+ Z is fuzzy

almost c,-open.

Proof : Let )' be fuzzy regular open in X. Then f()") is fuzzy open in Y

because f is fuzzy almost open. Therefore g(f(),)) isfilzzy G-open in Z. Bacause g

is fuzzy o-open. Since

(go0 (l) = g(f(),)), it follows that the mapping gof is fuzzy almost o-open'

Theorem 3.2 : Let f : X + Y and g : Y -+ Z be two mappings such that

gof : X -+ Z is fuzzy almost Cx,-open and g is fuzzy cr-irresolute and injective then f
is fuzzy almost G-open.

Proof : Suppose l. is fuzzy regular open set in X. Then (go0 (I) is fuzzy

q,-open in Z because gof is fuzzy almost q,-open. Since g is injective, we have g-l

((go0 (I)) = f(]"). Therefore f()") is fuzzy a-open in Y, because g is fuzzy

u-irresolute. This implies f is fuzzy almost o-open.

Theorem 3.3 : Let f : X -+ Y be fuzzy almost s-open mapping' If p is

fuzzy set of Y and tr is fuzzy regular closed set of X containing f-t (p) then there is

afuzzy cr-closed set u of Y containing p such that il (u) < I.

Proof : Letu = 1 -f(l -L). Since r-' (t) <l. we have f(l - l") s I * p'

Since f is fuzzy almost ct-open then u isfuzzy c,-closed set of Y and f-l (u)

= I -f-r (f(t -1")) < I - (l -),) = ),. Thus f-r (u) sl,.

****t*****
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